How important is the differentiation between apnea and hypopnea?
Apnea and hypopnea during sleep are often viewed as different expressions of the same sleep-related breathing disorder. In our point of view, both symptoms are two different entities which can occur in the same patient. We discuss the hypothesis that sleep apnea is a disorder associated with recurrent arousals and chronic activation of the sympathetic nervous system, leading to daytime sleepiness and disturbances in the autonomic system. Hypoventilation results from reduced alveolar ventilation and is associated with hypercapnia. In rare cases it is caused by genuine disorders of the breathing center, like Odine's curse. In most cases, hypoventilation is secondary to an underlying disease and a strategy of the body, to avoid respiratory muscle failure. Treatment trials of hypoventilation of the respiratory muscles by stimulating the breathing center failed to be beneficial. However, unloading treatment with long-term oxygen and/or home mechanical ventilation improves arterial blood gases, physical activity and prognosis.